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Implementation of an integrated management information system to a sample machine industry enterprise

1. A model of integrated management information sys-
tem implementation into management structures of
an enterprise

Figure 1 presents basic phases of implementing an integra-
ted management information system into structures of en-
terprise management. The figure takes into consideration
detailed stages of realizing pre-implementation operations
and elements supporting their realization.

Pre-implementation operations
This stage includes analysis of strategic assumptions of the
project related to implementing an integrated information
system and the analysis of previous way of realization of
the processes taking place in an organization. On this basis
the concept of information systems functioning is prepared
in a given economic object, and the range of necessary pro-
gramme changes (customisation), as well as the range of
necessary organisational changes in an enterprise are de-
termined. This phase also involves preparing the course of
action related to conducting direct implementation works
and implementing organizational changes.

This phase and its documentation are of special importance
for effective pre-implementation operations and for con-
trolling their progress.
In order to improve the effectiveness of this stage�s tasks
realization, the following have been prepared: integrated
information system model, a production process model,
a set of factors influencing the realization of the production
process, an initial schedule of integrated information sys-
tem implementation and a set of possible algorithms of pro-
duction process realization.

System�s implementation
The next stage is to implement a prepared concept, accor-
ding to conditions and the course of action included in pre-
implementation documentation. Basic activities realized in
this phase are:
- initial trainings for project participants and key users,
- system parameterisation and programming works rela-

ted to adapting the system to enterprise needs,
- training the end users,
- testing system�s functioning,
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Fig. 1. Model of implementing an integrated information system into enterprise structures
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- creating job instructions related to the way of working in

the system on particular positions,
- current documentation of the course of implementation

works,
- system�s acceptance.
This stage finishes when all functions and processes deter-
mined within the previous stage (pre-implementation ope-
rations) are realized in the system.

Usage and development of the system
After implementation has been completed, the system starts
to be used and exploited actively by its direct users. The
first stage of operation is necessary to support system�s
users, who perform their tasks (often in a changed range) by
means of a new tool.
The subsequent stage is �breaking-in� or �polishing� the
system, when workers learn the advantages as well as draw-
backs of the introduced solutions (both technical and orga-
nisational), and also find possible mistakes in system�s
functioning. It is important here to separate real mistakes
from conclusions which facilitate work of system�s opera-
tors. The former must be definitely removed, whereas the
latter should be analysed from the point of view of validity
and profitability of their introduction (comparing the obta-
ined benefits with costs of their introduction).
After complete assimilation of new solutions in an organi-
sation, it is time to evaluate in what extent the implemented
solutions meet the assumed goals and in what way the ava-
ilable tools may be used to improve the realised processes.
This phase is an element of continuous improvement of
processes realised in an organisation and may be a factor
which initiates realization of the next project related to inte-
grated information system.

2. Organisational analysis of an enterprise

Main activity of the enterprise is producing packaging de-
vices for food items. About 10% of products are ready-
made constructions, but the majority are products modified
by the constructors. Apart from the basic activity, the com-
pany manufactures spare parts and renders services.
The produced constructions are highly complex (5-6 level
structures, with about 450 components on the last level � of
purchased parts). They are characterised by modular struc-
ture � a constructional frame works as a base, on which dif-
ferent specialist assemblies are installed (power units, fe-
eders, dispensers, welding units, etc.). Basic materials used
for production are sheet metal and steel profiles, as well as
electro-mechanical units and pneumatic actuators.
Products are manufactured directly on order; the produc-
tion cycle of packing machines amounts for two to six
months.
A detailed analysis of the factors influencing the way the
production process is realised is presented in table 1 below.
The integrated information system in the analysed area
shall be used by:
- Project Management Office (5÷6 people) and Technolo-

gical Department (10÷12 people) �creating indexes for
products and half-products, preparing constructional do-
cumentation and manufacturing documentation;

- Marketing and Sales Department (4÷6 people) � prepa-
ring offers, registering and realising orders, invoicing;

- Accounting Department (2÷3 people) � calculating pro-
duct prime costs, settling price lists, cost analysis of or-
ders realization;

- Production Preparation Department (4÷5 people) � re-
alising manufacturing orders;

- Machining Department and Assembly Department �re-
gistering performer operations of the manufacturing
process;

- Quality Control (3 people) � registering incompatibility
which appeared during production process realization
and delivery control;

- Supply Department (6÷8 people) � creating indexes for
materials, realising supply and cooperation orders;

- Finished Products Warehouse (1 person), Half-products
Warehouse (1 person), Materials Warehouse (1 person) �
handling reserves and warehouse turnover on particular
stages of the production process.

3. A model of production process realization

3.1. A general model of the production process
A general model of production process realization in the
analysed enterprise is presented in figure 2.
The production process of a new catalogue product is initia-
ted by Marketing and Sales Department on the basis of mar-
ket research or basing on orders for non-standard solution
placed by a receiver. On the basis of the formulated require-
ments, constructional and manufacturing documentations
are prepared and the order for manufacturing a new machi-
ne prototype is launched. After exploitation tests have been
performed and required certificates obtained, the construc-
tion is offered as a standard solution.
In case of catalogue products, short time of order realiza-
tion is of special importance, as the production process is
divided into two stages:
1/ manufacturing components (elements and assemblies)

which build different products � on the basis of sales,
2/ manufacturing specialist equipment and machine assem-

bly � on the basis of given order from a receiver.

3.2. Preparing constructional and manufacturing docu-
mentation

Product manufacturing is realised on the basis of own
constructional and manufacturing documentation, which
is created in the Project Management Office. Product de-
velopment is realised basing on:
- market research performed by Marketing and Sales De-

partment, on the basis of which the so called Product
Development Plans are created and orders for prototype
production are launched,

- demand communicated by receivers (placed orders for
non-standard solutions).

Products are highly complex (fig. 3). In order to shorten the
production process and lower unit manufacturing costs, the
so called �basic machine� has been picked for each product
group, whose structure includes repeatable modules in all pro-
ducts from a given group. Complete product structure includes
the basic machine and modules (assemblies) as its equipment.
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On the stage of determining materials for components,
especially the parts constituting the basic machine, alterna-
tive materials are defined. For some parts, alternative ma-
nufacturing processes are also created. Choosing the mate-
rial (configuration) and the manufacturing process variant
takes place on the phase of order launch. Possible devia-
tions from the project (exceeding the defined alternatives)
are considered on the stage of manufacturing orders reali-
zation (in job order cards) after they have been agreed with
a constructor and/or a process engineer.
Constructional and manufacturing documentations are cre-
ated, as long as it is possible, basing on constructional and/
or technological similarity of parts. After finding similar
parts, assemblies, structure and/or processes are copied and
modified. That is why, there is a need to design a proper
classification and coding system of the elements made in

the enterprise, and to implement them in the modules suppor-
ting works on the stage of technical production preparation.
The majority of manufacturing operations (machining, ma-
nual processing, welding, thermal processing) are realised
inside the enterprise. For the operations that are performed
outside (mainly galvanising), product structure and the ma-
nufacturing process consider components and operations
which enable cooperation management.
In case of non-standard products, new solutions are desi-
gned only after the order has been placed and confirmed.
The design process of new sub-assemblies is realised in line
with the process of realising complementary orders (within
which the ordered goods are produced). On the offering sta-
ge, Project Management Office estimates the costs of desi-
gning and producing a new sub-assembly basing on similar
parts and sub-assemblies.

Table 1. Factors influencing the realization of the production process
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Fig. 2. General model of the production process realised in the enterprise

Fig. 3. A fragment of a sample product structure
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3.3. Accepting customer orders
The process of order reception is composed of two stages.
First, an offer is prepared in answer to an inquiry, which is
a basis for an agreement and order registration after it has
been accepted.
Prices of the offered products are determined on the basis of
the offer price list, prepared by the Marketing and Sales De-
partment (fig. 4). Particular items in the list are calculated
basing on a defined algorithm of prime cost calculation rela-
ted to producing particular equipment components (fig. 5).
Inquiries are analysed in Marketing and Sales Department,
where particular customer requirements are taken into ac-
count and, consequently, product is configured and the of-
fer is prepared:
- In case of standard products (composed of already ma-

nufactured sets), a product is configured using the as-
semblies existing in the system and the offer is prepared
on the basis of the price list which contains prices of ba-
sic machine and particular components of its equipment,

- In case of non-standard products, Project Management
Office takes part in the offering process and analyses
customer requirements, determines a possible date of de-
sign works completion for new or modified assemblies
and estimates manufacturing costs by comparing them to
similar ones � detailed constructional and manufacturing

documentation for new assemblies is prepared after pla-
cing an order by a customer.

An offer prepared this way is then negotiated, taking into
consideration possible alternative equipment variants
which influence both product price and its functional para-
meters (e.g. efficiency).
An accepted offer is a basis for signing an agreement for
product delivery and for registering an order in the system.
Once an order has been confirmed, the design process of
new assemblies starts, or sometimes the existing ones are
modified, and finished products manufacturing orders are
launched.

3.4. Manufacturing process realization
The manufacturing process of finished products is divided
into two main stages (fig. 6):
1) basic orders � producing components (elements and as-

semblies) which build different products,
2) complementary orders � producing sub-assemblies of

optional equipment and finished product assembly.
Basic orders are launched on the basis of sales plans prepa-
red by Marketing and Sales Department. Within these or-
ders, the components (elements), which are found in all ma-
chines of a given type are manufactured. They are launched
for 3-4 pieces of a basic machine of a given type. The ma-

nufactured components are recorded in Half-product
Warehouse, from where they are received for assembly
realised within particular complementary orders.
The aim of these orders is to lower order realization
time and to decrease unit cost of manufactured products
(by increasing the volume of production lots).
Complementary orders are launched by Marketing and
Sales Department directly on the basis of registered and
confirmed orders, which consider particular equipment
agreed with the receiver. Within these orders, elements
are manufactured and assemblies which constitute alter-
native equipment of a given machine types and assem-
bly of a complete machine is realised.
Before realization starts, each basic and complementary
order is confirmed by Marketing and Sales Manager, Fi-
nancial Manager and Technical-Production Manager.
After acceptance, Production Preparation Department
generates job order documents, which are a base of:
- supply process realization � planning demand for

materials and other purchased components,
- creating production schedule and planning load of

particular production means.
High product complexity and the fact that a range of com-
ponents frequently appear within the structure of a given
product causes that within an order, as well as within dif-
ferent orders, repeatable components appear. In relation
to this, job order documents (both in case of basic, as well
as complimentary orders) are generated in two steps. On
the first stage assembly manuals and manuals for non-
repeatable elements/assemblies are created. In the second
one, on the basis of the MRP procedure (formula 1), addi-
tional orders are generated, within which repeatable com-
ponents are manufactured, which appear in structure of
many products. Such situation results in lowering manu-
facturing costs due to larger product batches.Fig. 5.Calculation of an offer price list item

Fig. 4. A fragment of an offer price list
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(1)

where:
Zdi � the volume of i-th order for manufacturing of a d ele-
ment,
Rdz � number of d elements necessary to realise the manu-
facturing order.
Z � number of all manufacturing orders, for which job order
documents have been generated.
Sdx� current stock of d elements in warehouse x,
X � number of all warehouses,
Pdy � number of d elements in the realised order y (planned
income of d elements in launched manufacturing orders),
Y � number of all manufacturing orders.

It should be noticed that in many cases the design process
of non-standard sub-assemblies will be realised together
with the manufacturing process. After it has finished, job
order documents will be generated for the realised orders,
within which newly designed sets will be manufactured.
Production Preparation Department prints job order docu-
ments (fig. 7), on the basis of which manufacturing orders
realization is started in departments, and whose tasks are:
- to dispose issuing materials for production,
- to determine work objects flow by manufacturing posi-

tions,
- to identify work objects,
- to dispose subsequent machining operations to be per-

formed,

- to allow registering of realised manufacturing operations
by production employees.

Job order documents are delivered to the workstation re-
alising the first operation in the manufacturing process.
The data from the document instructs a worker to take out
proper amount of material from the warehouse. Material
is issued from the warehouse for specific job order docu-
ments and a materials issued document is created in the
module of Warehouse Management (with reference to
a job order document).
After each manufacturing operation is completed, a worker
is obliged to immediately register it. Registration is perfor-
med on specially adapted computer station (e.g. computers
in special dust-proof casings) placed directly on the pro-
duction hall, by means of the module of Hall Operation
Registration (fig. 8). The data registered in the system in-
cludes: worker�s code, technological operation code wi-
thin the given job order document, number of machined
work objects, actual realization time divided into wor-
ker�s and machine�s work.
After registering, work objects together with the job order
document are transferred to the next machining stand.
Within manufacturing operations, self-control is carried-
out. However, in case of the process of producing individu-
al elements is terminated and in case of final control of a fi-
nished product, the control has been written as a separate
technological operation realised by Quality Control De-
partment workers.
In case of incompatibilities, they are registered in the mo-
dule of Registering Operations by Quality Control workers.

Fig. 6. General structure of manufacturing orders
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They register the number of repairable and irreparable re-
jects, the symptoms and causes of incompatibility occur-
rence as well as suggested remedial measures.
The last operation in the manufacturing process is control-
ling the quality of a finished product performed by Quality
Control unit. The operation involves, among others, electric
tests or noise measurement. On the basis of the performed
analyses, a quality certificate and compliance declaration
with Polish work safety norms are issued.
After the last operation realised within the order has been
registered, the product is transferred to Product Warehouse,
and half-products (made to stock) go to Half-products Ware-
house, from where they are taken for machine assembly or-
ders. A warehouse worker creates a delivery from production
document in the Materials Management module on the basis
of order number (the bar code on each job order document).

Cooperation
Cooperation is handled without the need for wareho-
use turnover. The structure of products (for which
chosen operations are made outside the enterprise)
is extended by a characteristic cooperation compo-
nent (e.g. anodising, chroming, electroexcavation,
laser cutting etc.), and technological itinerary � by
cooperation operations (fig. 9).
On the basis of cooperation component, cooperation
service is ordered (an order is created in Own Orders
module). Then, on the basis of goods issue note for
cooperation, they are delivered to a cooperant. After
the service has been realised, the fact, together with
service cost is registered in Production Registration
module.

3.5. Supply
Ordering materials and parts takes place mainly on
the basis of dependent demand � resulting from ge-
nerated job order documents, taking into considera-
tion warehouse inventory and previously confirmed
supply orders � the MRP procedure.
Due to differentiated product range of ordered ob-

jects, all purchase indexes have been assigned to specific
groups related to responsible people (traders).
The supply orders registered in the system form a basis for
receiving materials/parts to the warehouse. Received goods
documents are generated directly on the basis of a registe-
red supply order. The delivery quality control is carried
out when the delivered objects are received to the wareho-
use. In case of incompatibility, the complaint procedure is
initiated.

3.6. Sales
Due to specificity of produced goods, the manufacturing
process is not limited to releasing products and generating
a sales invoice, but it also includes operations related to
installing a machine in the place of usage, its start-up and
performing exploitation tests. Together with the product,

Fig. 8. Production floor Operation Registration a) position of registration, b) interface

Fig. 7. A Fragment of a job order document
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a receiver obtains complete documentation (Technical-Mo-
tional Documentation, Tests Protocols, Certificates etc.).
Issued goods document related to a finished product is ge-
nerated basing on receiver�s order, and an invoice is printed
on the basis of this note, taking into account conditions de-
termined in the order.

3.7. Storing
Stocks of materials and purchase parts for assembly are re-
corded with accuracy to materials and delivery lot index in
fixed prices. Such situation allows for delivery identifica-
tion of materials used in particular manufacturing orders
(and, consequently, in products) and for calculating real
materials costs of orders.
Finished products on the Product Warehouse and half-pro-
ducts on the Half-Products Warehouse are recorded with
accuracy to the batch identifying the manufacturing order,
on the basis of which they have been produced. Fixed price
is calculated on the basis of planned order costs calculated
according to a defined algorithm. A general model of ware-
house management is presented in figure 10.

4. Integrated information system model

The integrated information system for the analysed enter-
prise related to realising processes consists of the following
modules:
- Technical Production Preparation,
- Sales Orders,
- Invoicing,
- Production Management,
- Production Registering,
- Warehouse Management,
- Supply Orders.
A scheme of information flow between different modules in
the course of manufacturing process realization is presen-
ted in figure 11.
Inquiries, subsequent offer versions and finally placed or-
ders (determining specific machines) as well as signed
agreements are registered in Sales Orders module.
In Production Management module, on the basis of sales
plans, orders are placed for manufacturing a basic machine
and, on the basis of registered orders complementary orders
are made. Each complementary order corresponds to a single

Fig. 9. Sample structure (a) and technology (b) of an element machined in cooperation

Fig. 10. A general model of enterprise warehouse management
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order. After the objects of particular orders have been confi-
gured and realization variants chosen, job order documents
are printed. Elements which often appear in product (or
half-product) structure are joined together and their manu-
facturing is realised within one job order document. In the
course of order realization, job order documents are often
additionally generated for newly designed elements and
sets of non-standard (individual) equipment.
Realization progress for particular job order documents
(orders) is updated on-line thanks to real-time registrations
(after each operation) realised by production employees in
the module of Production Floor Operation Registration.
Cooperation is realised by the module of Supply Orders �
where, on the basis of supply from job order documents
(Production Management) cooperation orders are created
and the module of Production Registration, where the per-
formed cooperation is registered.
After orders are finished, goods received notes are created
� of receiving products and half-products to the warehouse
(the Inventory Control module). Materials and half-products
necessary to realise particular manufacturing operations are

released from the warehouse on the basis of a job order do-
cument (the Inventory Control module).
The sales process is realised by Invoicing module, where on
the basis of sales orders positions, issued goods documents
are created, and then invoices are created.
Supply management is carried out in the Supply Orders mo-
dule. It is where purchase needs basing on materials de-
mand from job order documents, current stock and already
placed supply orders are generated (the MRP procedure for
materials). These needs, put together with registered offers
from suppliers form ordering points, which are a basis for
creating supply orders. Registered orders are a basis of ge-
nerating documents of received goods.

5. Schedule of implementation realization

The final stage of pre-implementation operations is analy-
sing labour intensity and time consumption of tasks neces-
sary to be realised in the course of integrated information
system�s implementation and preparing a schedule of im-
plementation operations realization (fig. 12).

Fig. 11. Integrated information system model
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It shows that integrated information system implementa-
tion in this enterprise takes about 26 weeks (6months).
In practice, however, it took 12 months. The difference was
caused, among others, by the fact that realization times esti-
mated in the schedule are shortest possible times, without
taking into consideration a range of limitations, like e.g.
real calendar dates. In order for the schedule to be used in
practice, it is necessary to take into account the following
factors during its creation:
- real dates resulting from the calendar,
- parallel projects and current tasks, both on the side of sup-

pliers and receivers of integrated information system,
- a schedule of training and implementation visits.

6. Summary

A next stage of realising the project of integrated informa-
tion system implementation in an enterprise was carrying
out implementation works, as a result of which the system
included all areas related to basic processes realized within
the manufacturing process. The most important effects of
system�s functioning include:
- possibility of creating precise offer calculations which

are basis for offer valuation,
- ordering information about product structures and their

components,
- updated information about progress of realised manufac-

turing orders,
- automation of generating orders for components which

appear in many products,
- supporting the supply process.
In order to improve the realised processes, system�s func-
tioning is currently being extended in still new areas, using
modern functional and infrastructural solutions, e.g. intro-
duction and usage of bar codes and mobile terminals in the

area of warehouse turnover, building expert systems to ana-
lyse connections between assembly orders and orders for
repeatable components, improving mechanisms related to
planning of order realization in time and of analysing pro-
duction means load. It should be noticed that these activi-
ties are significantly related to reorganization of particular
processes in an enterprise, and only secondly � to using IT
system, although possibilities of the implemented integra-
ted information system is a driving force of many changes.
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Abstract:
The article briefly characterises a model of implementing
integrated information systems. Next, it describes realiza-
tion effects of subsequent stages of pre-implementation
operations in a sample enterprise from machine industry:
starting from organisational analysis of the enterprise, thro-
ugh a model of production process realization and a model
of integrated information system, ending on the schedule of
implementation realization. Finally, the effects of integra-
ted management information system implementation and
current directions of system development in an enterprise
are presented.

IMPLEMENTACJA ZINTEGROWANEGO SYSTE-
MU INFORMATYCZNEGO W PRZYK£ADOWYM
PRZEDSIÊBIORSTWIE PRZEMYS£U MASZYNO-
WEGO

S³owa kluczowe:
zintegrowane systemy informatyczne, proces produkcyjny,
przemys³ maszynowy.

Streszczenie:
W artykule krótko scharakteryzowano model implementa-
cji zintegrowanych systemów informatycznych. Nastêpnie
opisano wyniki realizacji kolejnych etapów prac przed-
wdro¿eniowych w przyk³adowym przedsiêbiorstwie prze-
mys³u maszynowego: pocz¹wszy od analizy organizacyj-
nej przedsiêbiorstwa, poprzez model realizacji procesu pro-
dukcyjnego i model ZSI, na harmonogramie realizacji
wdro¿enia koñcz¹c. Na zakoñczenie przedstawiono efekty
wdro¿enia ZSI oraz bie¿¹ce kierunki rozwoju systemu w
przedsiêbiorstwie.
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